
RECyCLER’S BAG

SUPPLIES NEEDED:
One plastic bag (candy, chips, ect).

Two pieces of fabric the size of your plastic bag 

1 plastic zipper

First, cut off the pressed sides of your plastic bag using a ruler.                

You should have two separate pieces. Next, cut two pieces out of your lining fabric 
to the size of your plastic.             
Then, cut out your iron- on vinyl roughly to the size of your plastic pieces. Leave about
1/4” inch around the edge of your plastic square. Lay your plastic pieces face down
on the sticky side of the vinyl. Then, use the paper from the peel-away vinyl as a pressing 
cloth. Press for 3 seconds only! Trim excess vinyl.             

STEP 1:

Scissors / Rotary Cutter

Thread

Wonder clips / pins

Iron-on Vinyl
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Lay one of your lining fabrics right side up. Place your zipper with the teeth facing up, 
aligning the top edge with your fabric. Then, place your plastic piece face down, 
sandwiching the zipper inbetween. Sew along the teeth of the zipper.                 

Then, flip your pieces so the wrong sides are facing together, aligning your
plastic and fabric piece. Place your second lining piece right side up on your table, 
and line up the side of the unsewn zipper with the top edge. Then, place your second 
plastic piece right side down, sandwiching the zipper between the lining and the plastic.                     

STEP 2:

Lining

CANDY

Sew along the zipper. 

Next, take your zipper and unzip it so the tab is on the inside of the bag. 
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Then, flip your pieces so the wrong sides are facing together, aligning your
plastic and fabric piece. Place your second lining piece right side up on your table, 
and line up the side of the unsewn zipper with the top edge. Then, place your second 
plastic piece right side down, sandwiching the zipper between the lining and the plastic.                     

STEP 3:

Open your pieces so that your lining fabrics are facing together, and your plastic 
pieces are facing together. Sew at 1/4” as directed below. Be sure to leave a gap in
your lining fabric. Don’t forget to backstitch! Afterwards, cut off your excess zipper.    
                 

Flip your bag right side out using the gap you left open. Topstitch or hand sew the hole
closed. 
                 

Plastic Lining Plastic Lining
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Push your lining inside your bag, and enjoy!   
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